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The äbsorption spectrum of evaporated thin films of crystalline

and amorphous tellurium was rneasured in the region between 39

and 250 eV. The electron Synchrotron DESY was used äs a light

source. A sharp doublet around 42 eV and a weak structure on its

high energy side associated with transitions from the spin-orbit

split 4d cove levels to the aonduation band weife observed and

compared with the density of oonduotion states of orystalli-ne

tellurium and with the oaloulated multiplet Splitting of the

4d^5p5 Konfiguration of atomic Te, The doublet was also observed

in the amorphous phase. A t higher energies the äbsorption speatrum

is dominated by a broad, large maximum at 87 eV. After a minimum

at 165 eV the äbsorption increases again with inereasing photon

energy. This behavior is very similar to the äbsorption speatrum

of solid and gaseous Xenon and is consequently explained by atomic

d-+f transitions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of Te wichin the fundamental absorption region have

been investigated in the past, e.g-, by measuring the reflectance of single

crystals (l-4), polycrystalline (5), and amorphous layers (6;. In some cases,

by using normal Kramers-Kronig techniques, the spectral dependence of the

real and imaginary part of the dielectric constant, r and E was evaluated

from the reflection data. In the case of crystalline Te the e -spectra are

in fairly good agreement with a calculation of c2 (?) in the energy ränge

from 0.3 to 1 1 eV including anisotropy of the spectrum when measuring with

light polarized parallel or perpendicular to the trigonal axis of Te single

crystals.

The observed structures of the optical spectra in the fundamental absorption

region are due to electronic transitions from the valence bands of the 5s

and 5p4 electrons to the conduction bands. The assignment of the optical

structures, however, is complicated by the fact that for Te most of the corre-

sponding electronic transitions are not well localized in k-space (7j . Because

both the valence and conduction bands are involved in those transitions the

optical spectra cannot give detailed information on the separate bands.

One of the purposes of this work is to overcome these difficulties by measur-

ing the 4d absorption of Te. From earlier investigations (8-llj the tran-

sitions from the 4d core levels to the conduction band are expected to occur

at about 42 eV. Since the width of the 4d core levels is small in comparison

to the width of the conduction band, the absorption spectrum should represent

the density of States of the conduction band provided the one-electron approx-

imation is still valid and the corresponding transition probabilities are not

dependent on energy.
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II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Procedure

The electron Synchrotron DESY was used äs a light source for the absorption

measurements, the experimental arrangement being described to some extent

elsewhere (12,13). Thin layers of Te were placed in the almost parallel

beam of the continuous Synchrotron radiation. The light transmitted through

the samples was focused into the entrance slit of a l m Rowland grazing

incidence monochromator by a concave mirror. A gold coated grating with

2,400 lines per mm and a blaze angle of 4°16' was used in first Order with

an angle of incidence of 77°14'. The wavelength resolution of the Instrument

was Ü.l A over the entire ränge of energy. An open magnetic multiplier

(Bendix M 306) was mounted behind the exit slit moving along the Rowland

circle. Current fluctuations in the accelerator were compensated for. Back-

ground noise was reduced by modulating the incoming light and using phase

sensitive amplifiers. Thus all structures causing > 3 % change in the ab-

sorption coefficient were observed. A grazing incidence vacuum ultraviolet

raonochromator with fixed exit slit (l4) was used for sorae of the measurements

above 130 eV. To obtain the transmission of a sample the spectrum of an

empty Substrate was measured in the same way äs that of the sample on the

Substrate.

The layers were prepared by vacuum evaporation at a pressure of about

10~G Torr. The Substrate were aluminum (20 to 40 yg/ciß2) and carbon

(20 yg/cm2) films supported by a 70 ym copper mesh; they were kept at

room temperature during evaporation. Some of the samples were heated in

a vacuum of 10~5 Torr up to 370 K for half an hour to ensure their crys-

stallinity. Amorphous layers were prepared by vacuum deposition in situ
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on a cold Substrate (80 K). We know from electrical and optical measure-

ments [l 5} that Te films prepared in this way are amorphous. The thick-

ness of the samples ranged from 200 to 3000 A and was measured during

evaporation with a quartz film thickness monitor. After evaporation the

thickness was again determined using the Tolansky method. The thickness

of the disordered layers was not measured.

The measurements were performed at 300 K and 80 K. AI and Si films (thick-

ness "-'1000 A) have been used äs filters to suppress higher spectral Orders

reflected from the grating.

B. Results

]. Crystalline Te

The absorption spectrum of crystalline Te at 300 K is shown in Fig. 1.

The errors of the absorption coefficient, a, which are mostly due to

uncertainties in the sample thickness, are indicated by error bars.

At the low energy side, at 40.95 and 42.30 eV, a rather sharp doublet is

observed together with some weak structures up to 50 eV. At higher energy

the absorption coefficient increases strongly and reaches a broad pro-

minent maximum at 87 eV. Two weak shoulders show up at 63 eV and 80 eV.

The maximum is followed by a minimum at about 165 eV where a is äs small

äs 3x10 cm"1. Above this minimum et begins to increase slowly with in-

creasing photon energy. The over-all spectral dependence and the abso-

lute value of the absorption coefficient given by Lukirskii et al. Ml)

are in agreement with our results, whereas the absorption coefficient

reported by Woodruff and Givens [s] is rauch larger.
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The low energy doublet is shown in a larger scale in Fig. 2. The two peaks,

D and D +Ad, are due to transitions from the spin-orbit split Ad levels

of Te to the conduction band. The energy Separation Ad of these maxima

of 1.35 eV is in rather good agreement with the values given by other

authors fS-111 and also with the l .47 eV calculated for the spin-orbit

Splitting of the 4d level UbV.Above 45 eV three weak structures D , D +Ad

and D can be seen.
3

The part of the spectrum under consideration was also measured at liquid

nitrogen teraperature. No noticeable difference between the curves at

both 300 K and 80 K was found either in the peak positions (shifts must

be smaller than 0.05 eV) or in the overall shape. Additional structures

could not be detected.

2. Amorphous Te

There is a considerable difference in the optical constants of crystalline

and amorphous Te in the fundamental absorption region [6J; it is, therefore,

expected that differences also occur in the VUV absorption spectrum, thus

giving additional information on the electronic structure of disordered Te.

Figure 3 shows the absorption spectrum of amorphous Te. The doublet at

40.95 and 42.30 eV is äs sharp in amorphous Te äs in crystalline Te» and

there is no shift in the positions of the peaks when going from the ordered

to the disordered form. The only difference appears at photon energies

larger than 47 eV. The peaks D +Ad, and D^ in the crystalline material

are smeared out in the amorphous state. Similar results were reported on

Se where no difference has been found between the 3d absorption spectra of
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the amorphous and the crystalline modification (l7). The absolute value of

the absorption coefficient at the low and high energy side of the doublet

seems to be influenced by disorder. We cannot, however, exclude conden-

sation on the surface of the layers kept at low temperature since the

measurements were not performed in ultra high vacuum. Similar effects have

been observed with crystalline samples cooled to 80 K.

III. THEORY AND DISCUSSION

For the purpose of discussion thc measured absorption spectrum is divided

into two parts. In the energy ränge from 39 eV to 52 eV the experimental

results are compared to the .. il^alated density of st.;!::: of the conduction

bands and to the calculated multiplet Splitting of the 4d95p5 configuration

of atomic Te. In the other part of the spectrum, up to 250 eV, atomic

effects are believed to dominate. This part of the spectrum is very simi-

lar to that of gaseous or solid iodine (l 8j and xenon ij 9j which are the

next elernents to Te in the periodic table.

A. Region from 39 eV to 52 eV

The density of states of the p - and the onset of the d-conduction band

calculated by Maschke (20j is shown in Fig, 4. The p^-density of states

exhibits two main peaks which are well separated in energy by about 0.5 eV.

Its width is 2 eV. The upper d-conduction band is clearly separated in

energy from the p^-conduction band by about 3.5 eV. This energy, however,

is too large by about 1.5 eV. This may be concluded by comparing the re-

sults of the E calculation (7J- with recent optical measurements i,4J , or

more directly, by comparing the calculated density of states with photo-

emission results [20,2l).
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b i a r t i u ^ with the result frotn Fig. 4, the calculated spectrum in Fig. 2 has

beeu ^unsrruüted in the foiiowing way. The density of states of Fig. 4 has

been niul l; i p l i ed by 2/3 which corresponds tu the s tatist ical weight ratio

üL l he 4d , level to the 4d , level. This spectrum has been shifted by

ttiu spin orbit energy üi 1.35 eV upwards in the energy scale and added to

ehe original density of states spectrum. In so doing it has been assumed

that the cransitions between the core levels and the conduction band can

be desrribed by constant trans i tion probabilities. When comparing the

caU-uiated spectrum with the experimental one it i s noticed that the total

w i d t l i nf Li i t measured doublet with a reasonable background substraction is

in goud ägreeraent wich the width oi' the calculated spectrum. The theoretical

fu;/ve > however, cl ear ly has f our maj or peaks whereas in the experiraental

spectruiii Lhert are only two, although the experimental resolution was high

c.nüugti c u hav'ü det.ucted t hose s tructures had they been there. The maximum

i) i- ad round f.xperi.ffieii tal ly i.a stroagly asymmetric with a tail on the high

tnei^y 3idt extendin^ up t.o abuut 3 eV abuve the maximum. Taking the same

aü,>iunK.: i L i c bhape £01 L he i1"] r s t peak D, we find that the second peak D -t-Ad

is sitcin^ cm a sträng high energy tail. of D . This is in agreement with the

öApected i.ütensity ratic of 3:2 üf boLh components. According t o the re-

üii L L a ut Llie baad calculatioris th.ej.~e is almost no overlap between both com-

poneüLs; peak D +Ad should, therefore, be smaller than D . The upper d-

conductiun band has to be shifted by abuut 1.5 eV towards lower energies äs

Las been discussed above, The onset of transitions to this band should,

therefore, occur at about 44 eV. From the experimental curve it is impossible

to exactly deterwine the onset of these transitions since one would have to

separate their coatribution to the abSorption from the underlying high energy

tdil of D and D,+Ad and lhe background due to valence band transitions,

The staLes of the upper conduction band are, moreover, mainly d-symmetric.



Transitions from the 4d-levels to these states are optically forbidden.

Consequently the transitions to the upper conduction band only give rise to

weak absorption maxima D , D„-*-Ad and

Comparison between the experimental results and the calculated density of

states leads to the conclusion that the structures found experimentally

cannot be explained by the one-electron joint density of states alone. We

don't believe that the inclusion of calculated one-electron matrix elernents

will really improve the Situation. This has been shown, for exaraple, in the

case of the 2p absorption of solid Si (22). The main reason for the dis-

crepancy between the experimental results and the one-electron density of

states is the localized character of inner shell excitations. This has been

clearly demonstrated in the case of simple metals, transition metals (see

e.g. Ref. 23 and references therein) and rare earths ^24-27J . The localized

character also influenced the inner shell spectra of semi-conductors and

insulators. Prominent exciton lines have been found in the spectra of alkali-

halides and solid rare gases (see e.g. Ref. 28 and references therein). The

localized character of the excitations giving rise to these absorption lines

is supported by the results of photoemission measurements [29,30].

The Te 4d hole is fairly localized and not much influenced by the surrounding

atoms. A t the onset of the Te 4d absorption transitions to the lowest empty

p-symmetric states, originating from the bound 5p states of the free Te

atom, take place. It is reasonable to assume that the electrons are not

excited into band states uniformly distributed throughout the crystal but

into states considerably localized around the atom on which the 4d hole is

located. In this case the electron-hole interaction has to be taken into

account.



Using a multi-configuration Hartree-Fock program developed by Froese

Fischer (3lj we calculated the multiplet Splitting of the 4d95p5confi-

guration of atomic Te. These calculations show that the Coulomb-inter-

action (F° (4d,5p) % 12 eV, F2 (4d,5p) £ 2.9 eV) and the exchange inter-

action (G1 (4d,5p) ̂  0.8 eV, G3 (4d,5p) £ 0.7 eV) between electron and hole give

ri_se to a series of multiplet split lines extending over an energy ränge

of about 3 eV. This means that these lines are spread over an energy ränge

comparable to the width of the low energy doublet D ,, D +Ad. The multiplet

Splitting is, moreover, of the same order of magnitude äs the width of the

p-Symmetrie lower conduction bands. The electron-hole interaction will be

overestimated by this simple atomic tnodel but it will certainly not be

negligible in solid Te. Lifetime broadening due to the decay of the localized

states into continuum band states possibly anears out any sharp structure.

Calculations. for the Se 3d^4p5 configuration give similar results. The

reason for better agreement between the experimentally determined Se 3d

absorption spectrum and the one-electron density of states is still unknown IJ7]

With the exception of the sharp excitonic lines RÖssler (32} found reason-

able agreement between the calculated density of states and the absorption

spectrum at the onset of Xe 4d trans.itions. This indicates that the electron-

hole interaction is smaller in the case of the Xe 4d absorption than in

the case of the Te 4d absorption. Calculations for the 4d9 6p configuration

of atomic Xe support this Suggestion. Due to the fi.ll.ed 5p shell the elec-

tron-hole interaction is drastically reduced.

Taking into account the localized character of the excitations at the onset

of the Te 4d~absorption the result obtained for amorphous Te is not sur-



prising. Moreover, most recent density of states calculations for amorphous

Te by Kramer [33], which are based on the CBS-method (33J, show thaC the

two main peaks of the p -conduction band even exist in disordered Te,

whereas ehe d-conduction band is broadened and no longer has any struc-

ture. This explains the smearing out of the experimental curve above the

prominent doublet.

B. Region from 52 eV to 250 eV

The over-all shape of the absorption spectrum of Te at photon energies

larger than 52 eV can be understood, äs has already been pointed out by

Lukirskii et al. [l l), at least qualitatively, in terms of a one-electron

model for free atoms. For comparative purposes the results of McGuire's

calculations t_3Aj are shown together with the absorption spectrum in

Fig. 1.

The broad maximum experimentally found at 87 eV is due to d-*-f transitions.

These transitions are depressed at threshold and shifted to higher energies

by a potential barrier [35]-. It has been shown both theoretically (35J

and experimentally M9,36j that these delayed transitions give rise to a

particularly sträng maximum when there are unoccupied f-states belonging

to the same shell äs the initially filled d-levels.

There are striking differences between theory and experiment. The theory

yields a resonance maximum which is much stronger and sharper and occurs

at an energy lower than experimentally observed. This is a general feature

of one-electron calculations. Better agreement has been achieved by taking

configuration interaction and electron correlation into account (24,27,3?).



The shoulders at 63 eV and 80 eV raay be due to the sLmultaneous excitation

of a 4d electron and a valence electron. Similar double excitations have

been detec ted in the 4d absorption spectra of gaseous I [18) and Xe [38] ,

and in the spectra of solid Xe fl9J and solid Cs~halides j_36) .

According to McGuire's results the transition probability of the d+f tran-

sitions reaches a minimum at about 160 eV, The total absorption coefficient

calculated by adding the contribution of the 4d, 4p, and 4s sübShells does

not show such a niarked minimum äs found experimentally.

Transitions with an initial state at the 4p core level and a final state in

the conduction band are not observed around 110 eV. There are several reasons

for this behavior of the absorption spectrum. Because of the atomic selection

rules transitions to the first conduction band p„, which is mainly p Symmetrie,

are very improbable. McGuire's calculations (34J for free Te atoms show that

the oscillator strengths of 4p^s and 4p^d transitions are small at threshold.

Furthermore, lifetime broadening of the 4p levels smears out any structure.

The same reasons hold for the transitions from the 4s levels. There is no

structure at 168 eV where the onset of thcse transitions should occur I39J .

To get a more quantitative understanding of the spectrum we have calculated

N the effective riumber of electrons whose oscillator strength i s ex~

hausted within the energy ränge covered by our measurements,

N
mcA

eff ,e?Lho
cmdE

E
l

with Avogadro's number L, atomic weight A, and density p. The real part of

the refractive index n can be set equal to l in the energy region under
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discussion. The number of 12.4 effective electrons contributing to ab-

sorption between 36 eV and 250 eV lies well below the number of 18 which

one obtains by adding the 10 4d, the 6 4p, and the 2 4s electrons to-

gether. This Laads to the conclusion that the oscillator strengths of

transitions from these levels are not exhausted at 250 eV, thus being

in agreement with McGuire's re'Sults. The contribution of valence band

transitions should be small in this energy region.
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Figure captions

Fig. l Absorption coefficient of crystalline Te äs a function of

photon energy (solid line). Included are the results of

McGuire's calculations (34] for atomic Te (dashed line).

The values for the energy levels are taken from Ref. 39.

Fig. 2 Absorption spectrum of crystalline Te at room temperature

near the onset of 4d~electron excitation and the spectrum

calculated on the basis of the density of conduction states.

The energy position of the theoretical curve has been adjusted

to the experimental results.

Fig. 3 Absorption spectrum of amorphous Te at the onset of 4d

transitions measured at 80 K.

Fig. 4 Density of conduction states of crystalline Te.
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